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Minutes of 9th WIRS UCP Forum 
Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Coventry on 9 September 2010 

 
Attendees: 

Frank McDonald – Energtics, Design and Build 
Ken Marsh – Fulcrum 
Allan Davis – Inexus 
Peter Vaughan – Envoy 
Karl Miller – Carillion 
Patrick J Daly – PN Daly 
John Snelling – Pipework GB 
Val Harris – J Murphy & Sons Ltd 
Jim Bugg – Pipeline Associates 
Ray Perriman – Central Networks 
Gary Morgan – Infrastructure Gateway 
Nick Mahoney – Aquamain (UK) Ltd 
Simon Dodd – GTC 
Lee Crabtree – Complete Energy Solutions 
Mike Buxton – PDI 
Paul Sturge - WaterCo 

Andrew Walker – Ofwat 
Claire Allard – EU Skills  

Martyn Speight – LR 
Mark Whitehouse - LR 
 

Apologies  
Ivan McManus - Morgan Est  

 
 
Minutes of Meeting 
 
 
1.0 Matters Arising from WIRS Forum and WIRSAP meetings 
 
The minutes of the 

- WIRS UCP Forum held on 24 February2010 
- WIRSAP meetings held on 14 June 2010 

were reviewed.  
 
2.0 Network Construction Operations (Water)  

– NCO (W) Registrations now that the ‘experienced worker’ route is closed 

The deadline for applications for the ‘experienced worker’ route for Network 
Construction Operations (Water) expired on 30 June 2010. Cards issued through this 
route will remain valid until 31 December 2010. Applications after 30 June 2010 will be 
via the ‘new application route to registration’ for which the applicant will have needed 
to complete the relevant NVQ qualification for their registration. UCPs feel that it is 
unreasonable to expect their operatives to have to hold NCO (W) registrations when 
they are not a requirement for water companies and directly employed contractors.  At 
the least UCPs expect water companies not to make the NVQ entry to NCO (W) 
mandatory, until this qualification is mandatory for their directly employed contractors. 
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Water companies have recognised that new operatives will need to do work to be 
assessed for the NVQ hence they have agreed to allow operatives ‘under NVQ 
assessment’ to do work subject to water company agreement on a site specific basis. 

It was indicated that the Drinking Water Inspectorate (DWI) had highlighted to water 
companies operative competency weaknesses that they had identified whilst assessing 
work being done directly by water companies. 

Gary Morgan offered to prepare a letter to formally raise this issue with Ofwat as a 
dispute and to use the letter to raise the issue with the DWI.  

Action – Gary Morgan to draft letter in consultation with UCPs regarding the current 
situation, and send to Andrew Walker and DWI. 

 

3.0  Construction of Routine Mains Connections (CRMC) Scope 

The arrangement for allowing accredited UCP companies to undertake routine in-line 
connections was discussed. Claire Allard discussed details and gave a presentation on 
the route to registration through the newly established EUS recognition of learning 
programme (RLP) and handed out literature appertaining to the scheme.  

The presentation outlined that there were three new categories for EUSR registration for 
the new Safe Control of Mains Connection (SCMC) roles covering the Senior Competent 
Person, Competent Person and the Water Controller. Whilst UCP will have to obtain 
registrations for both Senior Competent Person and Competent Person, Water 
Companies should also ensure that their staff are registered for the role of Water 
Controller.  

UCPs had concerns that Water Companies would not have their personnel registered for 
the new scope. There was concern also on the level of costs EUSR had introduced for 
approving SCMC training schemes.  Claire Allard and Martyn Speight undertook to 
discuss the EUSR charges with David Hellier at EUSR and establish why EUSR was 
applying charges to the SCMC scheme that were not being applied to other EUSR 
training based registrations. 

UCPs felt that they were comfortable with the route to gain the CRMC scope but, with 
currently low workload volumes, were being put off progressing gaining the scope by 
the relatively high costs involved.    

Action – Claire Allard to email presentation to attendees 
  - Claire Allard and Martyn Speight to discuss EUSR costs with David Hellier.  

4.0 Self-lay agreements 

UCPs are concerned that the model self-lay agreement is a barrier to self-lay activity as, 
with many companies; the size of the agreement issued compared to that used for 
requisitioning is off putting to developers.  Also the agreement involves developers in 
commercial aspects which UCPs expect to deal with themselves. 

To address these issues Ken Marsh contacted UCPs to co-ordinate their views with 
respect to changes the UCPs would like to see made to the New Model Agreement 
(NMA), and wrote to Ofwat (2nd August 2010) with areas UCPs consider in need of 
urgent revision. Ofwat subsequently responded (9th August 2010) outlining the points 
raised, Ofwat concluded that it would be helpful to receive a formal dispute in the 
matter as that this would be the most clear cut way to clarify the issues raised. It was 
agreed that restructuring the NMA should be undertaken.  

UCPs would like to see agreements put in place that last a year or more with terms for 
individual sites being able to be done as an ‘exchange of letters’ which refer to the 
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already set-up agreement.  A number of UCPs indicated that they thought that Anglian 
Water were shortly to introduce such an arrangement. 

Differences with the agreements used by gas networks were discussed and Val Harris 
offered to review the gas agreements and make recommendations on how the water 
agreement could be simplified. 

Action – Val Harris to restructure Self-lay agreement, and circulate to UCPs for 
consideration. 

  
5.0 Ofwat Update  

Andrew Walker outlined the costing exercise undertaken by Ofwat where they asked 
water companies to cost out a pre-set self-lay scheme. He outlined some of the key 
findings from this exercise relating to scheme costs variations between water companies, 
charges made by companies for non-contestable items, the differing understanding of 
companies' ability to charge for items of work they undertake with respect to self lay 
schemes, and the different deposit and security requirements of some companies.  
 
Andrew updated the group that, based on the findings from the costing exercise, Ofwat 
now consider it necessary to undertake a full and detailed review of it’s guidance on self 
lay work, financial arrangements for requisitioning and self lay work and process for 
dealing with disputes.  There will be a full public consultation on the development of 
revised documents in the Spring of 2011 with the revised guidance expected to be 
released in Summer 2011. Andrew also identified that there were proposals being 
developed for a water act in 2011 so if changes to legislation are identified there may be 
an opportunity for these to be progressed. 
 
To cover the interim where it is known that aspects of the current Ofwat guidance is 
incorrect Ofwat intend to issue a statement in a month or so outlining the issues that 
have been identified and indicating how water companies should respond until the new 
guidance is in place. 
 
Given that a full consultation on all self-lay matter will now take place Andrew 
suggested that UCPs identify any concerns about self-lay issues as soon as possible so 
that they can be considered for inclusion in the consultation.  In doing this UCPs may 
like to refer to the WIRS Forum discussion on 17 September 2008 which was during a 
previous Ofwat consultation and identified issues that could not be taken forward at 
that time as they were not included in the areas being discussed in the consultation.  
 
 
6.0 Lloyd’s Register Update 
 
6.1 Scheme Renewals 

A number of UCPs are now coming up to accreditation renewal.  LR outlined the 
renewal process.  LR aim to:- 

- issue renewal quotes 3 months in advance of the accreditation period end. 
- get written acceptance and start arranging assessments 2 months in advance of 

accreditation expiry 
Because of this companies should expect their accreditation status on the WIRS website 
to move from green (Full) to amber (about to expire) to red (expired) and then removed 
unless they take action to progress a renewal. 
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Whilst LR will be proactive in identifying renewals it does not remove the need for 
UCPs to set-up their own monitoring systems and to identify to LR when they are doing 
work prior to the renewal that provides good reference work for the renewal.   

 
7.0 AOB 
 
7.1 UCP Representatives on WIRSAP 

There was some uncertainty who were the WIRS representatives on WIRSAP.  There a 
currently three members and their contact details are as follows; 

 Ken Marsh (ken.marsh@fulcrum.co.uk) 
 Mike Scowcroft (michael.scowcroft@scottishpower.com) 
 Simon Dodd (simon.dodd@gtc-uk.co.uk) 

UCP members asked that where they identify issues to the UCP reps they would 
appreciate feedback about whether they have been able to get the issue discussed at 
WIRSAP.  

 
8.  Next Meeting 

The date of the next WIRS Forum will be held on 15th February 2011. 
 
For information the next WIRSAP meeting will be held on 16th November 2010. 
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